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The authenticator provides a notification attribute in its descriptor that
indicates whether the authenticator is “done”, such as authenticated or

enrolled. The authenticator provides a “done” initialization request message,
sent before the Relying Party has issued its first authentication challenge, and
it’s expected to contain the state of the authenticator. Once a Relying Party
has issued an authentication challenge, “done” is no longer an option. The
authenticator MUST NOT send a “done” message until the authenticator is

finished operating on the current registration or login endpoint. An
authenticator MAY generate a challenge for the Relying Party in order to

authenticate the user. The authenticator MAY authenticate the user using any
credentials that support authentication and authorization. If a credential is

not supported, then the authenticator MAY use any other means of
authentication or authorization. The authenticator MUST generate and return
authentication challenges that protect the registration or login endpoint as
specified in this document. The authenticator SHOULD use the credential

handle in the userIdentityHandle field to verify user identity. If the
authenticator does not support userIdentityHandle, then the authenticator
MUST return an authentication challenge that is valid in the context of the
contextHandle field. The authenticator SHOULD generate an authentication

challenge that provides a critical protocol to a level that is suitable for
protecting the registration or login endpoint. The authenticator SHOULD

generate the validation time within the timestamp field.
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the authenticator secret key is also potentially public because an
attacker, by observing the server's traffic, can determine the

corresponding secret key contained in an authenticator and thus
can sign challenges for any user. an example of this attack
would be to obtain an endpoint secret from a target web

application in advance and then attempt to make an
authenticatorchallenge with the authenticator public key that
contains the endpoint secret. this attack is difficult for many

reasons: the authenticator and endpoint secret each require the
device to be unlocked for a period of time; the authenticator

public key needs to be loaded into an authenticator before it can
be used; and even if the authenticator public key is cached on
the device in advance, the authenticator must be ready and

open to accept a challenge from the web application. an attacker
could execute this attack just by passing an http request for an
endpoint secret to the web application, which would cause the
authenticator to unlock, load the authenticator public key into

the device's memory, and check the device's authenticator
secret key in preparation for a challenge. on the web, the

challenge is typically a webauthn key challenge that includes a
request url. webauthn supports many forms of challenge,

including self-signed, valid fido u2f, u2f with long-term
credential, and fido credential. the user agent is the user agent
running the web app that authenticates a user or is attempting

to challenge the authenticator. the user agent is required to
enable the authenticator to compare the challenge to the user
agent's endpoint secret. if the authenticator verifies that the
challenge matches the user agent's endpoint secret, then it

generates a token and signs the token with the authenticator
secret. the authenticator then requests that the web application
authenticate the user by sending the signed token to the web
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application. this is the webauthn credential public key flow
where the web application can either verify the signature by
comparing it to its endpoint secret or include the token in a

challenge to the authenticator, which in turn will perform an rsa
operation to verify the authenticity of the token. the

authenticator challenges the device, which sends a challenge
response to the authenticator. the authenticator then signs the

token using its secret key and sends the token to the user agent.
the authenticator and user agent each verify the signature on

the token to determine whether the authenticator can trust the
user. 5ec8ef588b
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